Abstract-Tag identification is an important tool in RFID systems with applications for monitoring and tracking. A RFID reader recognizes tags through communication over a shared wireless channel. When multiple tags transmit their IDs simultaneously, the tagto-reader signals collide and this collision disturbs a reader's identification process. Therefore, tag collision arbitration for passive tags is a significant issue for fast identification. This paper presents two adaptive tag anticollision protocols: an Adaptive Query Splitting protocol (AQS), which is an improvement on the query tree protocol, and an Adaptive Binary Splitting protocol (ABS), which is based on the binary tree protocol and is a de facto standard for RFID anticollision protocols. To reduce collisions and identify tags efficiently, adaptive tag anticollision protocols use information obtained from the last process of tag identification. Our performance evaluation shows that AQS and ABS outperform other tree-based tag anticollision protocols.
when neighboring readers interrogate a tag simultaneously [4] , [5] . Tag collisions occur when multiple tags transmit IDs to a reader at the same time and prevent the reader from recognizing any tag [6] . Especially, since low-functional passive tags can neither detect collisions nor figure out neighboring tags, a tag collision gives rise to the need for a tag anticollision protocol that enables the recognition of tags with few collisions and also executes in real-time.
Tag anticollision protocols can be grouped into two broad categories: aloha-based protocols and tree-based protocols. Aloha-based protocols such as aloha [7] , slotted aloha [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , and frame slotted aloha [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] reduce the occurrence probability of tag collisions since tags transmit at distinct times. Since aloha-based protocols, however, cannot completely prevent collisions, they have the serious problem that a specific tag may not be identified for a long time, leading to the so-called "tag starvation problem." On the other hand, tree-based protocols such as the binary tree protocol [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] and the query tree protocol [24] , [25] , based on the collision resolution algorithm studied in [26] , [27] , continuously split a set of tags into two subsets until each set has only one tag. Although they have relatively long identification delay, they do not cause the tag starvation problem.
Based on the analysis above, a good tag collision arbitration protocol for RFID passive tags should have the following characteristics: First, a reader ought to recognize all the tags inside its own reading range. The tag starvation problem results in the failure of object tracking and monitoring. Since the reader, however, cannot presume the number of tags precisely, the guarantee of recognizing all tags must be taken into consideration in the design of the tag anticollision protocol. Second, a reader has to recognize tags promptly. Since an object with a tag is potentially mobile, tag identification must keep pace with the object's velocity. If tag identification is carried out slower than the object's velocity, the reader cannot recognize it and the RFID system fails in monitoring or tracking. Finally, a tag should be recognized while consuming a small amount of resource. Since the tag supplements power from the reader's wave, the tag's available power is limited. Also, the tag has low computational capability and limited memory. Thus, the tag anticollision protocol must load the tag with the least possible communication and computation overheads.
We propose adaptive tag anticollision protocols which are specializations of tree-based protocols. An Adaptive Query Splitting protocol (AQS) is an improvement on the query tree protocol which has a deterministic methodology. The preliminary version of AQS was presented in [28] . An Adaptive Binary Splitting protocol (ABS) is based on the binary tree protocol which adopts a probabilistic approach. For decreasing collisions, the proposed protocols use information obtained from the last identification process in an environment where a reader executes tag identification repeatedly for object tracking and monitoring. The reduction in collisions facilitates tag identification with a small delay and low communication overhead while still recognizing all tags. Simulation results show that AQS and ABS suppress the occurrence of collisions and shorten the total delay for recognizing all tags while preserving low communication overhead.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes existing tree-based tag anticollision protocols. We discuss and analyze problems of existing tree-based protocols in Section 3. Section 4 explains our approach for the resolution of problems in tree-based protocols. Sections 5 and 6 describe AQS and ABS, respectively. In Sections 7 and 8, the performance analysis, including the derivations of several major equations referred to in the analysis, is presented. Finally, the conclusions of our analysis are presented in Section 9.
TREE-BASED TAG ANTICOLLISION PROTOCOLS
Tree-based tag anticollision protocols perform tag identification in units of "interrogation cycle." The reader recognizes all the tags within its reading range in a frame, which consists of several interrogation cycles. In an interrogation cycle, a reader transmits a query (or a feedback) to tags and then tags transmit IDs to the reader. Since a passive tag cannot detect a collision, the reader detects whether a tag collision occurs or not after its transmission and determines the query of the next interrogation cycle according to the result of the detection. Upon receiving a query from the reader, the tag decides whether to transmit or not. Only if a single tag transmits in an interrogation cycle can the reader recognize it successfully.
The reader attempts to recognize a set of tags in an interrogation cycle. A set includes tags, which transmit at the same interrogation cycle. If a set has more than one tag, tag transmissions lead to a collision. When a tag collision occurs, the mechanisms split the set into two subsets by tag IDs or random numbers. After that, the reader tries to recognize two subsets one by one in the same frame. By continuing the splitting procedure until each set has only one tag, tree-based protocols are capable of recognizing all tags in the reader's range. The performance of tag identification is influenced significantly by how efficiently it splits the tag set.
Binary Tree Protocol
The binary tree protocol (BT) [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] uses random binary numbers generated by colliding tags for the splitting procedure. The tag has a counter initialized to 0 at the beginning of the frame. The tag transmits its ID when the counter value is 0. Therefore, all the tags within the reader's reading range, at the start of the frame, form one set and transmit concurrently. The reader transmits a feedback to inform tags of the occurrence of a tag collision. According to the reader's feedback, all the tags change its counter. The tag randomly selects a binary number when its transmission causes the collision (i.e., the counter value is 0). By adding the selected binary number to the counter, a set is split into two subsets. When a tag collision occurs, the tag which is not involved in this collision (i.e., the counter value is greater than 0) increases its counter by 1. When the reader's feedback indicates no collision, all tags decrease their counter by 1. The tag infers the successful transmission from the following feedback indicating no collision. The tag recognized by a reader does not transmit any signal until the ongoing frame is terminated.
In BT, the reader also has a counter in order to terminate a frame. It initializes the counter with 0 in every frame. The counter value of the reader indicates the number of tag sets which are not recognized. If a tag collision occurs, the reader adds 1 to the counter since the number of tag sets, which the reader should recognize, increases. Otherwise, it decreases the counter by 1. When the counter is less than 0, the reader terminates the frame.
Query Tree Protocol
The query tree protocol (QT) [24] , [25] uses tag IDs to split a tag set. The reader transmits a query including a bit string. The tag whose first bits of the ID equal the bit string of the query responds by transmitting its ID. For query q 1 q 2 . . . q x ðq i 2 f0; 1gÞ, the reader uses two 1-bit longer queries, q 1 q 2 . . . q x 0 and q 1 q 2 . . . q x 1, in the next interrogation cycles if tag responses collide. The set of tags which match q 1 q 2 . . . q x is split into two subsets; one is a set of tags which match q 1 q 2 . . . q x 0 and the other is a set of tags which match q 1 q 2 . . . q x 1.
The reader has queue Q for bit strings of queries. At the beginning of the frame, Q is initialized with two 1-bit strings, 0 and 1. The reader pops a bit string from Q and transmits a query at a time. If tag responses collide, the reader pushes two 1-bit longer bit strings into Q. By expanding the query until either a response or no response follows, all the tags are recognized.
Contrary to BT, QT imposes simple functions on tags. QT is also called a "memoryless" protocol because tags need not have additional memory except IDs for identification. However, the identification delay is affected by the distribution of tag IDs. As tags have very similar IDs, delay is increased.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
We assume that a reader performs tag identification processes, namely, frames, repeatedly for object tracking and monitoring. 1 For reader r, let A r;i be the set of tags which dwell inside reader r's range in the ith frame of reader r. To consider the tag's mobility, we also classify tags into staying tags, arriving tags, and leaving tags. We say that tag a s is the staying tag in the i þ 1th frame of reader r if a s 2 A r;i \ A r;iþ1 . We say that tag a a is the arriving tag in the i þ 1th frame of reader r if a a 2 A r;iþ1 À A r;i . We say that tag a l is the leaving tag in the i þ 1th frame of reader r if a l 2 A r;i À A r;iþ1 . Tag identification should recognize staying tags and arriving tags promptly.
Staying tags have been recognized in the last frame and the reader will rerecognize staying tags. Since the reader already has information on staying tags, tag collision arbitration can prevent collisions between transmissions of staying tags. However, the existing tag anticollision protocols cause collisions between staying tags because they do not take staying tags into consideration. To show collisions between staying tags, we measure interstaying tag collisions through simulations of BT and QT. The simulation area is 10 m Â 10 m. There exists a reader at the center of the area and the reader's reading range is 3 m. Fifty tags have randomly selected 96-bit IDs and move randomly inside the area. To pin-point an individual tag, we give tags virtual IDs from 1 to 50. We fix tag 1 in the vicinity of the reader to make it the staying tag. Fig. 1 shows the number of collisions between tag 1 and other staying tags during two consecutive frames. Under BT, tag 1 suffers from more collisions with some staying tags during the next frame in comparison to the last frame as shown in Fig. 1a . This is due to the fact that BT resets the counters of tags to 0 at the beginning of the frame and uses random numbers. Under QT, tag 1 causes the same number of collisions with other staying tags again as shown in Fig. 1b . At the beginning of the frame, QT initializes queue Q of the reader with 1-bit queries.
When a collision occurs in tag identification of tree-based protocols, the colliding tag needs to retransmit its ID. The retransmission brings about an increase in identification delay, which handicaps the identification capability of the reader. To make matters worse, readers and tags consume significantly extra energy for successful transmission. Therefore, eliminating interstaying tag collisions can shorten total delay for tag identification and reduce tag communication overhead.
ADAPTIVE TAG ANTICOLLISION PROTOCOLS
A frame of tree-based protocols is represented by a tree structure as shown in Fig. 2 . Each node in the tree corresponds to an interrogation cycle and a number in a node is the number of tag transmissions in that interrogation cycle. According to the number of tag transmissions in an interrogation cycle, interrogation cycles can be divided into three types as follows:
. Idle cycle: No transmission is attempted. The idle cycle does not make the reader fail to notice a tag, but it is a source of an unnecessary increment of identification delay. . Readable cycle: Exactly one transmission is attempted.
The reader recognizes a tag successfully. . Collision cycle: More than one transmission is attempted. A tag collision occurs and the reader is unable to recognize any tags. The collision cycle defers tag identification and the tag's communication is pure overhead. Only a node of a collision cycle has two child nodes, since a set is split into two subsets only in the collision cycle. Consequently, all intermediate nodes in the tree correspond to collision cycles and all the leaf nodes correspond to either readable cycles or idle cycles.
Tag identification is coincident with a tree search, which starts at the root of the tree for finding nodes of readable cycles. The reduction of delay in tag identification can be accomplished by skipping collision cycles. However, once a frame is started, the tree searches of BT and QT depart from 1 . Prominent retailers such as Wal-Mart, Target, and Best Buy, as well as logistics companies like UPS and Fed-Ex, have made this a requirement of all their operations. Manufacturers are following suit. the root or the 1-level nodes of the tree and investigate all intermediate nodes. In short, the unreasonable starting point of existing protocols prolongs the identification delay.
Adaptive tag anticollision protocols have the characteristic of fast tag identification. AQS uses readers' queries and tag IDs analogous to QT, but it starts the tree search from the leaf nodes in the tree of the last frame as shown in Fig. 3 . Since some arriving tags may not match any nodes of readable cycles of the last frame, the tree search starts at the nodes of idle cycles as well as the nodes of readable cycles of the last frame. On the other hand, ABS uses random numbers and starts the tree search from the nodes of readable cycles of the last frame. An arriving tag gets to belong to a node of a readable cycle of the last frame by a random selection at the beginning of a new frame. AQS and ABS restrain collisions between staying tags by skipping interrogation cycles in which a tag collision occurred in the last frame. They are still simple and recognize all tags quickly.
ADAPTIVE QUERY SPLITTING
AQS recognizes tags using queries sent by a reader. A query includes a bit string. The tag responds with its ID when its first bits of the ID are equal to the bit string of the query as shown in Fig. 4a . Collisions are resolved by two 1-bit longer queries. The reader has queue Q which maintains bit strings for queries. At the beginning of the frame, Q is initialized with queries of all the leaf nodes in the tree of the last frame. To do this, the reader also has candidate queue CQ, which compiles queries of readable cycles and idle cycles of the ongoing frame. When a new frame starts, the reader initializes Q with bit strings in CQ and makes CQ empty. Accordingly, the reader does not transmit queries which caused tag collisions in the last frame. Tags still require very simple functions such as matching their IDs with the queries and are recognized with few collisions. Fig. 4b shows the pseudocode of the reader in AQS. In lines 11 and 12, the reader pops a bit string from Q and transmits a query in an interrogation cycle. For query q 1 q 2 . . . q x ðq i 2 f0; 1g, 1 x b, and b is the number of bits in the tag IDÞ, the reader pushes q 1 q 2 . . . q x 0 and q 1 q 2 . . . q x 1 into Q in lines 16 and 17 if tag responses collide. The reader pushes q 1 q 2 . . . q x into CQ in lines 20 and 22 if q 1 q 2 . . . q x engenders an idle cycle or a readable cycle. Note that all leaf nodes correspond to either readable cycles or idle cycles. At the end of the frame, CQ has queries of all the leaf nodes of the tree. The query expansion from leaf nodes resolves collisions with few interrogation cycles. By queries of leaf nodes of the last frame, the reader can recognize all tags with few collisions and a small delay in the next frame. Proof. Let S Q ðxÞ and S CQ ðxÞ be the size of Q and CQ, respectively, after transmitting the xth query. Denote lðxÞ as the number of bits of the xth query. When a new frame starts, S CQ ð0Þ ¼ 0. If the interrogation cycle of the xth query is the collision cycle, the reader puts two 1-bit longer queries into Q and S CQ ðxÞ ¼ S CQ ðx À 1Þ. Otherwise, the reader puts the xth query into CQ.
Query Insertion
S CQ ðxÞ increases, but the total size of Q and CQ is not changed. Therefore, maintaining CQ at the reader does not require additional memory. t u
Query Deletion
In performing the procedure, the query insertion augments the leaf nodes in the tree and increases the length of transmitted queries. Since the number of readable cycles is the same as the number of tags, idle cycles will proliferate and worsen the reader's ability for tag identification. It results from which readable cycles of the last frame are transformed into idle cycles by leaving tags. To address this problem, AQS eliminates unnecessary idle cycles in line 25 in Fig. 4b . Since there is more than one response in the collision cycle, a node of a collision cycle should have two child nodes which are a pair of types as follows: . . q x into CQ. After a frame, the reader deletes unnecessary queries except two 1-bit queries from CQ. Fig. 5 depicts the query deletion procedure. A number in parentheses indicates the query of that interrogation cycle. In the last frame, the reader recognized three tags of which the IDs are 0100, 0111, and 1010, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5a . Fig. 5b illustrates the query deletion after tag 0111 has reached out of the reader's range. As the query deletion is done under the condition that all branches in the tree are included in CQ, all tags are recognized promptly in the next frame.
Theorem 2. All tags are recognized by queries of all the leaf nodes in the tree of the last frame.
Proof. A 1-bit query, 0 (or 1), recognizes all tags of which the first bit of IDs is 0 (or 1) if it is a leaf node. For query q 1 q 2 . . . q x , all tags which match q 1 q 2 . . . q x are recognized by q 1 q 2 . . . q x 0 and q 1 q 2 . . . q x 1. Therefore, any tag can be recognized by all the leaf nodes in the tree of the last frame. t u
ADAPTIVE BINARY SPLITTING
AQS reduces collisions, but it produces idle cycles. To guarantee identification of all tags, the reader uses not only queries of readable cycles but also queries of idle cycles of the last frame. Though the reader eliminates unnecessary idle cycles by leaving tags, some idle cycles cannot be avoided in order to cover all possible ranges of the tag ID.
On the contrary, ABS starts tag identification from only readable cycles of the last frame and uses random numbers for the splitting procedure. A staying tag revises its counter into the ranking that it was recognized by the reader in the last frame. A transmission of an arriving tag is decided by a random number selected among possible values inside a reader's range. Tag transmissions are aligned in the increasing order of counter values. ABS achieves fast identification by diminishing not only collisions but also unnecessary idle cycles.
Tag Transmission Control
Fig . 6a shows the pseudocode of the tag in ABS. A tag has two counters, a Progressed Slot Counter (PSC) and an
Allocated Slot Counter (ASC).
PSC is initialized to 0 at the beginning of the frame and is increased by 1 only in the readable cycle. All the tags have the same value of PSC at all times. ASC signifies the interrogation cycle that the tag can transmit its ID. That is, the tag is allowed to transmit when its ASC is equal to PSC. If the tag has ASC less than PSC, it does not attempt the transmission until the completion of the frame because it has already been recognized in the ongoing frame. To control PSC and ASC, the reader informs tags of the type of the last interrogation cycle by transmitting a feedback. With the aim of splitting a set of tags transmitting at the same interrogation cycle, colliding tags increase ASCs by random numbers. When a tag collision occurs, the tag which has ASC equal to PSC randomly selects one of two binary numbers, 0 and 1, and then adds it to ASC in lines 13 and 14. To prevent the second subset (tags which select 1) from combining with another set (tags which have already had ASC of 1), the tag which has ASC greater than PSC adds 1 to ASC in the collision cycle in line 21. Since PSC is not changed, the first subset (tags which select 0) tries to retransmit in the following interrogation cycle. The second subset transmits after the first subset is recognized. In an idle cycle, the tag which has not been recognized, i.e., the tag which has ASC greater than PSC, decreases ASC by 1 in line 25. Since PSC is not changed, the decrement of ASC gets to pull the schedule of the tag transmission. At the end of the frame, a recognized tag gets a unique ASC. A tag collision may occur in the next frame if an arriving tag and a staying tag have identical ASCs. The next frame may have an idle cycle if a tag becomes a leaving tag. Fig. 7 depicts the operation in the collision cycle and in the idle cycle under ABS. A square or a circle corresponds to a tag set and a number in parentheses indicates the ASC that tags in that set have. Preserving ASC at the boundary of two consecutive frames makes it possible that the tree search starts from the readable cycles of the last frame.
Frame Termination
For terminating a frame at once after identifying all tags, the reader of ABS acts as the tag which has the largest ASC. Fig. 6b shows the pseudocode of the reader. The reader determines the end point of the frame with a Progressed Slot Counter (PSC) and a Terminated Slot Counter (TSC). PSC of the reader represents the number of tags recognized successfully. In a readable cycle, the reader adds 1 to PSC. TSC signifies the number of tag sets in the reader's range. If a collision occurs, the reader increases TSC by 1 because the number of tag sets has increased. When an interrogation cycle of type "idle" is encountered, the reader decreases TSC by 1. This is to reflect the effect of the elimination of idle cycles. As soon as PSC is greater than TSC, the reader concludes that all tags have been recognized and transmits the command terminating the frame to all tags. For fast identification in the next frame, the reader preserves TSC after the end of the frame.
In an environment with multiple readers, an arriving tag can be recognized with its ASC given by other readers. If an arriving tag has ASC less than TSC, it is obvious that the arriving tag has the same ASC as a staying tag or a leaving tag. To cope with ASC greater than TSC, the reader supports the TSC value when a frame starts. A tag having ASC greater than TSC changes its ASC to a random number from 0 to TSC. ABS recognizes all tags quickly through scaling the ASCs of arriving tags into the range of TSC.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the total delay for recognizing all tags with AQS and ABS. At first, the identification delay is defined by the number of interrogation cycles. Definition 1. Let A r;i denote the set of tags which dwell inside reader r's range in the ith frame of reader r. The identification delay caused by recognizing A r;i , d total ðA r;i Þ, is
where d reader is the delay of delivering the reader query (or feedback), d tag is the delay of delivering the tag ID, d cycle is the average delay of an interrogation cycle, and T ðA r;i Þ is the number of interrogation cycles in a frame when reader r recognizes tags in A r;i . The identification delay is determined by T ðA r;i Þ. Let a x denote tag x. Assume that tags have unique b-bit IDs and A r;i has n tags, i.e., A r;i ¼ fa 1 ; a 2 ; . . . ; a n g. Let B arrive ¼ fa nþ1 ; a nþ2 ; . . . ; a nþ g be the set of arriving tags and B leave ¼ fa fð 1 Þ ; a fð 2 Þ ; . . . ; a fðÞ g ð1 fðxÞ n; nÞ be the set of leaving tags in the i þ 1th frame of reader r.
Adaptive Query Splitting
As described in the previous section, AQS uses tag IDs for the splitting procedure. Since AQS adopts a deterministic approach like QT, we analyze the worst case identification delay of AQS through the derivation of the identification delay of QT. Lemma 1. Let us define C QT ðA r;i Þ as the number of collision cycles in the ith frame when reader r recognizes A r;i under QT. For given C QT ðA r;i Þ, the identification delay of QT, T QT ðA r;i Þ, is
Proof. In the tree of tag identification at QT, only a node of a collision cycle has two child nodes since a set is split into two subsets only in the collision cycle. Therefore, the tree of QT is a full binary tree in which all the intermediate nodes correspond to collision cycles. t u Lemma 2. For b-bit tag IDs and n tags in A r;i ,
Proof. By Lemma 1, the worst case in the identification delay of QT is that collisions are most numerous. Since tags have unique b-bit IDs, two tag IDs can, at most, equal first b À 1 bits except the last bit. At this time, two tags make b À 1 collisions. In the depth k of the tree, a node can be a collision cycle when at least two tags select it for transmission. The maximum number of collision cycles in the depth k of the tree when reader r recognizes n tags under QT, C QT ðn; kÞ, is
The total number of collision cycles is
From Lemma 1,
t u Theorem 3. Let T AQS ðA r;iþ1 jA r;i Þ be the number of interrogation cycles in a frame when reader r recognizes A r;iþ1 under AQS after it has recognized A r;i in the last frame. When
Proof. Suppose that there exist two readers and they recognize A r;iþ1 under QT and AQS, respectively. Tag identification at QT starts at the l-level nodes in the tree. On the other hand, tag identification at AQS starts from the leaf nodes in the tree of the ith frame. Since A r;i & A r;iþ1 , the tree of the ith frame at QT is the part of the tree of the i þ 1th frame at QT. From Lemma 2,
because the minimum value of C QT ðA r;i Þ is n À 1 when the ith frame has no idle cycle. When there is no leaving tag, AQS reduces at least n À 1 interrogation cycles compared with QT. t u
Proof. AQS is able to eliminate unnecessary idle cycles after the reader has detected nonexistence of tags. However, reader r does not know leaving tags before the completion of the i þ 1th frame. Therefore,
Theorem 4 is derived from (10) and (13) . t u
Adaptive Binary Splitting
We analyze the average case in the identification delay of ABS because the performance of ABS is determined by random numbers.
Lemma 3. The number of collision cycles in the ith frame when reader r recognizes A r;i under BT, C BT ðA r;i Þ, is
Proof. A frame of BT can be represented in a binary tree. Let E BT ðn; kÞ, R BT ðn; kÞ, and C BT ðn; kÞ be the number of idle cycles, readable cycles, and collision cycles, respectively, in depth k of the binary tree when BT recognizes n tags.
Since the number of nodes in depth k of the binary tree is
u
Lemma 4. The number of interrogation cycles in the ith frame when reader r recognizes A r;i under BT, T BT ðA r;i Þ, is
Proof. Lemma 1 is also applied into tag identification at BT. As a result, every intermediate node in the binary tree corresponds to the collision cycle and the total number of nodes in the tree is 2C BT ðA r;i Þ þ 1. From Lemma 3,
C binary ðn; kÞ:
Theorem 5. Let T ABS ðA r;iþ1 j A r;i Þ be the number of interrogation cycles in the i þ 1th frame when reader r recognizes A r;iþ1 under ABS after it has recognized A r;i in the ith frame. When A r;iþ1 ¼ A r;i þ B arrive À B leave ,
Proof. When there exist n tags in the ith frame, ABS makes n tag sets before the beginning of the i þ 1th frame. Each set has a staying tag or a leaving tag. Among n sets, n À sets include staying tags and sets include leaving tags. Without loss of generality, assume that arriving tags select a set randomly. Arriving tags in B arive are assigned to n sets uniformly. Since BT and ABS have the same splitting procedure,
Theorem 5 is derived from (16) and (19) . t u
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We evaluate the performance of AQS and ABS compared to BT and QT. To measure the efficiency of tag identification in the tree-based protocols, we consider the following aspects:
. Number of collisions: We measure the number of collisions between tag-to-reader signals. A collision defers identification and increases power consumption of tags. . Number of idle cycles: The idle cycle is a factor of identification delay. . Identification delay: We measure the total delay for recognizing all tags by the interrogation cycle. Fast identification is the most significant factor in the tree-based anticollision protocols because they do not cause the tag starvation problem. . Tag communication overhead: This metric is the average number of bits transmitted by a tag in a frame. This influences the amount of power consumption. Due to lack of power source in tags, this must be low.
Simulation Setup
The simulation setup is shown in Table 1 . To avoid the reader collision problem [3] , we place readers in such a where m a ðt 1 ; t 2 Þ is the distance that tag a x moves in the time interval ½t 1 ; t 2 and F p ðt 1 ; t 2 Þ is the number of frames executed by protocol p in the interval ½t 1 ; t 2 . By using MPF, we can ensure that tree-based protocols recognize the same tags in a frame. In our simulations, initial positions and destinations of tags are randomly selected under the simulation area. A tag moves from its initial position toward its destination with MPF, which is randomly selected from 0 to the maximum MPF. We run each simulation 50 times under the above parameters and investigate the average results for the performance evaluation.
Impact of Staying Tags and Arriving Tags
First, we simulate tree-based protocols while varying the number of staying tags and arriving tags. Let U be the set of all tags in the simulation area and let A i be the set of tags which are recognized in the ith frame. We measure the performance in the i þ 1th frame by changing the ratio of staying tags to A i , denoted by r s , and the ratio of arriving tags to U À A i , denoted by r a . We consider four scenarios according to the values of r s and r a as shown Table 2 . Fig. 8 , Fig. 9 , and Table 3 depict the simulation results about the four scenarios. In the first scenario, there is no arriving tag. From Fig. 8a and Table 3 , we can see that AQS and ABS achieve collisionless tag identification. They can block collisions between staying tags completely because they do not allocate more than one staying tag to a set. On the other hand, as the ratio of staying tags increases, BT and QT make tag collisions more frequently. Fig. 8b illustrates that the identification delay of ABS is the shortest of all protocols at high ratios of staying tags, while it is slower than BT and QT at ratios less than 0.3 because of idle cycles produced by leaving tags. AQS has longer delay than ABS because the reader transmits additional queries for covering all possible ranges of the ID. The second scenario is tag identification with increasing the fraction of staying tags when some arriving tags exist. Though AQS and ABS perfectly eliminate collisions between staying tags, they cannot block collisions by arriving tags as shown in Fig. 8d and Fig. 8e . As the fraction of staying tags increases, collisions between staying tags overwhelm collisions by arriving tags and the superiority of identification delay of AQS and ABS becomes stronger. Fig. 9a, Fig. 9b , and Fig. 9c show the results when the ratio of arriving tags increases without staying tags. Though tag identification of AQS and ABS lead to fewer collisions, idle cycles in AQS and ABS cause delay. Since collisions between staying tags do not occur, the increment of idle cycles is more than the decrement of collisions at low ratios of arriving tags. In the fourth scenario, we increase the fraction of arriving tags while setting some staying tags. The results in Fig. 9d and Fig. 9e show faster identification of AQS and ABS than BT and QT in spite of additional idle cycles created by leaving tags. Additionally, the decrement of collisions involves low communication overhead at a tag in all the scenarios. Fig. 10 shows the simulation results obtained by changing the number of tags in the simulation area. In the readers' reading ranges, there averagely exist 31.62 percent of tags. As the number of tags increases, the identification delay gets longer and tag collisions occur more often. BT and QT show comparable delay curves. The subtle difference in the delay results from the starting points of tag identification. Note that BT departs from the root of the tree and QT departs from the 1-level nodes of the tree. By restraining the occurrence of collisions, AQS and ABS have shorter delay than BT and QT. Small collisions activate small tag communication overhead. ABS has the shortest delay because it eliminates many idle cycles. AQS generates more idle cycles than others due to additional queries in order to guarantee recognizing all tags. On the other hand, AQS makes fewer collisions and less tag communication than ABS because idle cycles prevent arriving tags from colliding with other tags.
Impact of the Number of Tags

Impact of Tag Movement
We evaluate the performance by increasing the tag velocity. Fig. 11 presents the simulation results obtained by varying the maximum MPF. We normalize the measured values by the number of recognized tags. When tags move at low speeds, AQS and ABS outperform BT and QT considerably. This is because tags would like to be staying tags and AQS and ABS eliminate collisions between staying tags perfectly. Especially, there is no collision when the maximum MPF is 0. As tags move faster, the performance of AQS and ABS deteriorates. When the maximum MPF is more than 6 m/frame, AQS has longer delay than QT. At a high speed, there are few staying tags and collisions between staying tags at BT and QT hardly occur. Additionally, AQS and ABS generate idle cycles because leaving tags increase and leaving tags make idle cycles. Hence, AQS and ABS show the performance similar to BT and QT at high speed.
Impact of the Similarity of ID
For the purpose of another comparison, we evaluate the impact of the similarity among IDs. QT and AQS may be influenced by the distribution of IDs because they use tag ID for splitting a tag set. To quantify the similarity of IDs, we define an identical bit as the length of the identical prefix all tag IDs have. The tag ID is depicted by x 1 x 2 . . . x a x aþ1 . . . x 96 (x i is a binary digit, 1 a < 96) and all tag IDs have the same x 1 x 2 . . . x a if the identical bit is a and each tag has a 96-bit ID. Fig. 12 gives the simulation results for various identical bits from 0 (IDs are completely randomly selected) to 80. We normalize the measured values by the number of recognized tags. As the identical bit increases, QT rapidly degenerates as expected. QT has the highest communication overhead because the reader transmits all queries causing collisions in every frame. On the other hand, the performance of AQS is not seriously affected by the similarity of IDs. Since candidate queue CQ excludes queries of collision cycles of the last frame, AQS uses a collision query only once. However, as the identical bit increases, the tree of QT and AQS has more leaf nodes and AQS generates more idle cycles. When the identical bit is greater than 48, AQS has longer delay than BT because of an increment of idle cycles. ABS and BT are not affected by the identical bit because they do not use the patterns of IDs. As in the previous scenario, ABS shows the shortest identical delay. 
CONCLUSION
A collision caused by tags transmitting simultaneously is a major factor in deferring tag identification of RFID systems. In this paper, adaptive tag anticollision protocols for passive tags have been proposed and evaluated. We develop novel and enhanced tree-based protocols to reduce collisions by exploiting information obtained from the last process of tag identification. The key institution behind our proposed approach is that, in most applications employing RFID tags, the set of objects encountered in successive readings from a particular reader does not change substantially and information from one reading can be used for the next. A simulation-based evaluation shows that AQS and ABS significantly reduce delay and communication overhead for the tag reading process.
